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ABSTRACT 
A 0. 0035 scale model of the North American Delta Wing Orbiter was 
tested in the MSFC 14 Inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel (Test No. MSFC TWT 
477) during January 1971 to obtain force and static stability data at Mach 
Numbers of 0.4 to 1. 3 The model was tested at angle of attack ranges of 
0 to 20, 20 to 40, 40 to 60, and 50 to 70 degrees at zero degree sideslip; 
all control surface deflections were zero for this test. 
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A 0. 0035 scale model of the North American Delta Wing Orbiter was 
tested in the-MSFC 14 Inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel (Test No. MSFC TWT 
477) during January 1971 to obtain force and static stability data at Mach 
Numbers of 0.4 to 1. 3. The model was tested at angle of attack ranges of 
0 to 20, 20 to 40, 40 to 60, and 50 to 70 degrees at zero degree sideslip; 
all control surface deflections were zero for this test. 
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Total Axial Force 
Base Axial Force 
Forebody Axial Force 
Toal Drag Force 
Base Drag Force 







Lift-To-Drag Force Ratio 
Lift-To-Forebody Drag Force Ratio 
Normal-To-Axial Force Ratio 
Normal-To-Forebody Axial Force Ratio 
SADSAC NOMENCLATURE 


























B5 = 1R Delta Wing Orbiter Body 
W17 = Delta Wing 
El 0 = Elevon for Delta Wing W17 
V17  Vertical Stabilizer
 
X = Balance Adapter Extension 
COMBINATIONS TESTED 
Only one combination was tested; this was configuration B5WITEIOVl7X. 
This configuration was tested at Mach Numbers of 0.4 to 1.3, angle of attack 
ranges of 0 to 20, 20 to 40, 40 to 60, and 50 to 70 at zero degree sideslip. 
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The Marshall Space Flight Center 14 "x 14" Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an inter­
mittent blowdown tunnel which operates by high pressure air flowing from
 
storage to either vacuum or atmospheric conditions. A Mach number range
 
from .2 to 5.85 is covered by utilizing two interchangeable test.sections.
 
The transonic section permits testing at Mach 0.20 through 2.50, and the
 
supersonic section permits testing at Mach 2.74 through 5.85. 
Mach numbers
 
between .2 and .9 
are obtained by using a controllable diffuser. The range
 
from .95 to 1.3 is achieved through the use of plenum suction and perforated
 
walls. 
Mach numbers of 1.44, 1.93 and 2.50 are produced by interchangeable
 
sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks. 
Above Mach 2.50 a set of fixed- contour
 
nozzle blocks aie tilted and translated automatically to produce any'desired
 
Mach number in .25 increments.
 
Air is suppliedto a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately 
-400F dew
 
point and 500 psi. 
 The compressor is a three-stage reciprocating unit driven..
 
by a 1500 hp motor.
 
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gate
 
-valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
 
chamber and heat exchanger where the air temperature can be controlled from
 
ambient to approximately 180°F. 
The air then passes through the test section
 
which contains the nozzle blocks and-test region.
 
Downstream of the test,section is a hydraulically controlled pitch sector
 
that provides a total angle of attack range of 200 (±l0). Sting offsets are
 






T E S T ACSC- r#"r:77 
REYNOLDS NUMBER 
 DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
 
MACH NUMBER 
 per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) 
 (degrees Fahrenheit)
2.+ #C0 y/0€ " .
 /3/ 




 7,5 12.5S, 
 / 126-

Li P4., /27 
BALANCE UTILIZED: 7?5qXA 6 7 /A'rA' ,/YA- S 














Force and*moment data were measured by a six-component internal strain 
gauge balance and the measured data were reduced to coefficient form in both 
werethe body and stability axis systems. The angle of attack dat i corrected 
for sting and balance deflections and the axial force was corrected for weight 
Since the balance was inclined 1. 5 degrees to the model centeriline,tares. 
the coefficients were initially computed and referenced to the balance axis 
system and then transferred to the body axis system. Dimensional data appli­
reduction of the body and stability axis systems data to cbefficientcable to the 
form are listed below: 
Symbol 'Description Full Scale Model Scale 
Sref Wing area 6084.0 ft2 0. 074529 ft 
Z 
Iref Wing MAC 891. 2 in. 2. 8742 in. 
1422.8 in. 4. 9798 inbref Wing Span 

XMRP MRP X location 1422.5 in. 4. 97875 in.
 
YMRP MRP Y location 0.0 in. 0.0 in.
 




Ab Base Area 
7. 42 in. 
1B Body Length Z120 in. 
The moment, reference point (MRP) information listed above is referenced to the 
nose of the fuselage for XMRP, the lateral centerline for YMRP, and waterline 
The dimen­
zero for ZMRP; waterline zero is at the bottom of the fuselage. 
rnrrnnrsr
sional r ntn I1foA above will not always agree With the data on the 
10 
sheets; the dimensional data listed above are the same as the dimensional data 
utilized for test MSFC TWT 468 and AEDC-PWT-TC135.
 
Coefficient data input into the SADSAC 
data deck are CLM, CDF, CAB, 
CLN, CY, CSt, CL and XCP; coefficients not defined in the section on 
NOMENCLATURE (this report) are defined below. 
CAB =-((0.5(Pbl + Pb2) - P )/q )(Ab/Sref) 
CAB = base axial force coefficient 
Pbl = right side base pressure 
Pb2 = left side base pressure 
XCP = (XMRP - (CLM x Iref)/CN)/l B 
XCP = center of pressure, basedonbody length. 
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TABLE IV. SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDE
 
TITLE 











'PLOTTED COE'FICIENTS SCHEDULE: 
(A) CL, CAB, XoP/n, L/DF,' 






1. Positive directions of force coefficients
 




2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability
 








C. s Cn,w 
4 CL 
0 CL 
Figure 1. Axis systems, showing direction and sense of force and 
moment coefficients, angle-of attack, and sideslip angle 
I -­
F~i Rlltzao 
Figure 2. North American Rockwell Delta Wing Orbiter 




FIGURE 3. £CDY 55 9992-1,545 Co=tneFu2A rict 
_2120 




- 303.79 BL 
WfExoed 
x 0.25 dOw x 661.43 BL 
--- 711.4o BL 
CHORD (BL 24i.80)
 
OOo9-64 SERIES AIRFOIL 
*TIP CHORD (BL 546.o7)
0012-64 SERIES AIRFOIL 
FIGURE 4. WING W17 9992-134 D Configuration 
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B5
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 9992-13"B boo. Delta wting orbiter body including a 
canopy on the upper surface aft of the nose, The model scale factor is 
0.0035
 
DRAWING NUMBER: Lines Dug. 9992-134B 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Length 2320.00 7.420 
Max. Width 462.86 1.620 
Max. Depth 274.29 0.960 
Fineness Ratio 5.906 5.906 
Area 
Max. Cross-Sectionalj ft2 702.75'' 0.00860











GENERAL DESCRIPTION : .,elta wing with -5° twist and rounded wing tips. Wing





 8-- 5W... 











Wetted 	 ,Span (equivalent), in.
Aspect Ratio 
 L8&.-
Rate of Taper 
- ,8a - L __ 
Taper Ratio 1723 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 

-0 	 094Incidence Angle, degrees -7.0
 






Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
LeadingTrailingEdgeEdge 






Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)





MAC (W.s. 234.63) 	 828.6 
 2.90
 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25.AC 

B.L. of .25 MAC	 0.162
 
Airfoil 	Section ,s3.88 0.815 
Root (v.s. 241.80) 
-AA 0009-64
Tip (W.S. 546.07) 	 AOA 0
EXPOSED DATA 
 NA 	A0 1-64
 









-1.720 .-Taper Ratio 	 1.720
 0.1z__1_ 
 0.141Chords:
Root, in.(Equiv.) (W.S 237.61) 821,51_.8
 
Tip; (Equvy.) (itS. 647.97) 
 J16.f 	 n-4nq
.MAC (W.s. 391.34) 558.61 Lg..
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
 170.01 
 5-954
W.P. of .25 MAC 






Planform area, ft2 

"Leading edge intersects FuS.ML	 .00605
 
-
Sta., n.11281 5 aL






von-O (n,1.& one of twoMODEL COMPONENT: 1r0 or 9iads) 





Model Scale = 0.0035
 









Span (equivalent) ,28.83 

O.4fEe





itb'd equivalent chord, in 1.Q. 
(w.s. 652.25)
 






At Inb'd equiv. chord 

.21o
At Outb'd equiv. chord 


















MODEL COMPONENT: Vertical Stabilizer - V 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Centerline vertical stabilizer with the 50 (half Lgle) 
wedge trailing edge. Used with delta wing orbiter body B5 (configuration 
9992-134B). 
The model scale factor is 0.0035. 















Span (equivalent), in. 372.6 1.304
 
Aspect Ratio m.2I
3  1.4 ,l .453Rate of Taper 





Incidence Angle, degrees - .
 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees •
 
Toe-In Angle, degrees 0.0 .0.0
Cant,Angle, degrees . 0.0 0.0 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 45.0 45.0 
Trailing Edge "--: I5.133 
0'.25 Element Line 39._ 
Chords: Theoretical Tip, in. 1_3_6 
Root W.P. 274.29 in 390.29 1.366 
Tip, (equivalent),(vt.P.646.9o in),in 122.65' 0.129 
MAC (W.P. 428.19 in),in 
___T_9__4-
-.9F-
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC , in 2032.98 7.15 
B.L. of .25 MAC, in 0.0 0.0



















MAC ", " 
Fus. Sta. oT .25 
- -- "
 



























angle of attack, angle between the projection
 
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-plane and 
the body X-axis; degrees 
sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-Z-plsne; degrees
 
yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body

Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Y-axis; degrees 
roll angle, angle of rotation about the body
 
X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axie is
 
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees
 
air density; Kg/m3, slugs/ft3
 
speed of sound; m/sea, ft/sec
 
fpeed of vehicle relative to surroundirt 
atmosphere; m/see, ft/sec
 
dynamic pressure; 1/2PV, psi, psf 
Mach number; V/a 
Reynolds number per unit length; million/ft 
static pressure; psi
 







Reference & C. G. Definitions
 
SADSAC 
SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
2
S 	 wing ares; m , ft2
 
S 	 SPEF reference area; m2 , ft'
 
Bwing 	 mean aerodynamic chord or reference 
chord; m, ft, 	in.(see Iref or EF
 
/T ef 	 W ireference length; m, ft, in.; (see a) 
bref 	 BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft, in
 
Ab 	 base area; M2 , ft 2 , in 2 
c. g. 	 center of gravity 
MRP 	 MRP abbreviation for moment reference point,
 
flWRP 	 abbreviation for moment reference point 
on X-axis 
YMRP 	 abbreviation for moment reference point 
on 'Y-axis 





Axis System General 
SYMBOL JEFMINTION 
F !orce; F, lbs 
M noment; M, in-lb 
Subscrip )efinition 
N iormal force 
A axial force 
L Lift force 
D Irag force 
Y :orce or moment about the Y axis 
Z aoment about the Z axis 
X aoment about the X axis 
a ;tability 'axis system 
w rind axis system 
ref ,eference conditions 
00ree stream conditions 










CL CL lift force coefficient; F/qS 
CD CD drag force coefficient; FI/qS 
CDb CDB base drag coefficient
 
OD CDF forebody dreg coefficient; D -CDb
 
Cm CIM pitching moment coefficient; My,/qS 4 ref 
CY side force coefficient; Fy/qS 
Ch CIa yawing moment coefficient; Mz,s/qS bref 
C, CSL rolling moment coefficient; MX, 5/qS brer 
LID LID lift-t-drag ratio; CL/ D 






























horizontal tail incidence; positive when
 
trailing edge down; degrees
 
symmetrical surface deflection angle; degrees;
 
positive deflections are: 
aileron - total aileron deflection; 
(left aileron - right aileron)/2 
canard - trailing edge down 
elevon - trailing edge down 
elevator - trailing edge down 
flap - trailing edge down 
rudder - trailing edge to the left 
spoiler - trailing edge down 
tab - trailing edge down with respect 
to control surface
entisymmetrical surface deflection angle, degrees;
 
positive trailing edge down:
 
left aileron - trailing edge down 
right aileron - trailing edge down 
left elevon - trailing edge down 
right elevon - trailing edge down 
left spoiler - trailing edge down 



















A tabulated data listing, consisting of all sero data sets, both original

and those created -inarriving at the plotted material to be presented subse­
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
 
made up in-two sections:
 
(a) 	a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
 
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
 
(b) 	a full list of all data sets containing all resident or
 
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
 
the above mentioned information.
 
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following organ­
izations:
 
NASA AMES Mr. V. Stevens 
NASA MSC Mr. Ray Nelson
 
NASAMSFC Mr,. Jim Weaver
 
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog­
nizant SADSAC personnel who, for this data, is:
 
Mr. John Hord 
Department 2780
 
Chrysler Corporation Space Division 
New Orleans, La. 70129
 











-4 1.2TWT47 ---N---E T 
A N L O FG A T A K 
L H A 
--­ORBI--R--------------------02---00)----AUG-----------
E R E 
SYMBOL MAC Hf 
.o0 5T A 
ATA MST 
FARA TAIC VALU S 
. 000 ELV IR 







F 0 074 6 
L F Zo74 Z 
BREF A .9798 
XMRF 4 91$7 




I HE S 
1 M "IS 
INCHES 
IN C H E SICE 
SCALE 














-0.- 0 15 20 25 39 35 40 45 5 55 60 65 70 75 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
Sytoo MACHI PARAIETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
Q 0.598 BETA 0.000 ELVATR 0.000 SREF 0.0745 SQ FT 
LREF 0.8742 INCHES 
BREF 4.9795 INCSES 
XMRP 4.078? INCHES 
YNRr 0.00o INCHES 
ZRRP 0.4550 ICNSCS 
DATA MI$T. CODE *EV*G SCALE 0035 SCALE 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOVI7X EG £028000) 27 AUG 71 PAGE 
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5 a- 5 10 5 2 0 zS 30 3 3 40 45 5 0 55 6 0 65 7D 75 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
YBOL ACH PARAMTRC VALUS REFERENCE INFORMATION
Q 0.698 BETA O.vDa ELVATR 0.000 
 SREF U.0745 SQ FT 
LREF 2.8742 INCHES 
BREF 4.9798 INHE 
XHRP 4:9797 NCIHE S 
YMRP o.00oo INCHES 
ZMRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE EV*G 
...ALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7EIOV1TX EO 102GOO0) 27 AUG 71 PAGE
 









ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
R£nRENCE- INFORMATION 
SREP a.0745 SO FT
symbOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
...,99 BETA 0.000 ELVAIR 01000 
I NhuaLREFLRF z.:T4Z 
XHRF 4.978T INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRp 0,4550 INCHES SCALE 00035 -ALE 
DATA HIST. COD *EV*6 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER 95WITEIOV1TX E0 C026000) 27 AUG 71 PAGE 4 
MSFC TWT 477 NR DELTA WING ORBITER DATA










5 I0in is 20 23 30 35 -40 45 s0 55 so Ss 70 75 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBL ACH PARAERIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORATION
C) 1.103 BETA 0.00D -ELVA TR D.ODD 
 SREF 0 OT45 SO FT 









DATA 0IST. CODE -EV-- ZMRP 0.4550 INCHES
SCALE 0.0"5 SCALE
 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER BSWl7ElOVl7X EO CD26O00) 27 AUG 71 PAGE 5
 













0 . a a 1 5 t o 2 4 0S5 
.0 o 
-5 5f 1 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONQ 1.201 BETA 0.000 ELVA TR 0.000 SREF 0.0745 S2 FT-
LREF 2.8742 INCHES 
BREF 4.9790 INCHES 
Xfrp, 4. 977 INCHES 
YHRp D.0D0 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.4550 INCHESDATA MIST. CODE *EV*G SCALE 0.035 SCALE
 
NSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER'B5WZ7E1OV17X EO C028000) -27 AUG 71 PAGE 8
 














-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 3) 35 40 45 50 55 so 65 20 T5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
S"D" MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONo 1.300 BETA 0.000 ELVATR O.000 SREF 0.0745 SG FT 
LREF 2.874a INCHES 
BREF 4.9798 INCHES 
XHRP 4.9767 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.4550 INCHESDATA MIST. CODE *EV4G SCALE 0.005 SCALE 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOV17X EO C026000) 27 AUG 71 PAGE 7
 
















-i5 5 10 15 20 25 3D 35 40 45 50 55 60 6s 70 75 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL HACH PARAETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 




BREF 4.979 INCHES 
XNRP 4.5767 INCHES 
YHRP a Do , INCHES 
ZMRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE 4EV*& SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER BSWI7EIOVI7X EO (0260003 27 AUG 71 PAGE 8
 
MSFC TWT 477 NR DELTA WING ORBITER DATA
*Gso , rrn -w-y-n-,-rt-1 rrrr -rrr -rrr rI-r- ,-r-- ,-rrrDU rrr -rr ,-r-l-rr ,-r-r­
.55 































L~~~~~~lq~~ZR ldk#11 I ~ l ~ 
DAAAN.OE *V G E ATTA0K 
NR59 DELTA DORBIER B5W7EO 17 
-s 0 51 1 0 2 3 
BET 0.000 ELYTR .0 








1@,.. .. .4S 
SCAL 
$REAUF7TAG 




70 C 75 
SQALT 
SCL 






















a 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRZC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
Q 0.898 BETA Glow ELVATR 0.000 SREF 0.0745 $0 FT 
LREF 2.8742 INCHES 
8REF 4.9798 INCNES 
XNRP 4.9787 NCHES
 
YHRP 0.0000 ZNCHES 
ZNRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *EV GSCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOVI7X EO (026000) 27 AUG 71 PAGE 10 
MSFC TWT-477 NR DELTA WING ORBITER DATA
 















0 5 i0 15 20 23 30 35 40 45 so 55 6G 65 70 75 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONQ 0.999 BETA 0.000 ELVATR 0.000 SRF 0.0745 0 FT 
LREF 2.8742 INCHES 







DATA MIST. CODE *EV*C SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 




MSFC TWT 477 NR DELTA WING ORBITER'DATA
 




















. . . . .. . . 
__ 
- 5 0 5 i05 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 
sYIHOL 
Q 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
ACH PARAETRIC VALUES 
1.103 ETA O.0oo ELVATR O.OO 
REFERENCE INFORATON 
SREF 0.0745 SO FT 
LREF 2.8742 INCHES 
BREF 4.9798 INCHES 
XHRP 4.9787 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 NCHES 
ZHRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. COE *EV*G SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W7EIOV17X EO CD260003 27 AUG 71 PAGE 12
 




















-5 10 15 20 25 0 35 40 45 50 55 60 85 70 75 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYBOL MACH PARAETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION Q 1.201 BETA D.000 ELVATR ODoD SREF 0.0745 SQ FT 
LREF 2.8742 INCHES 
DREF 4.9798 INCHES 
XHRP 4.9787 INCHES 
YHRP D.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.4550 INC.E 
DATA MIST. CODE *EV*G SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7E1OVI7X EO (026000) 27 AUG 71 PAGE 13
 

















__ ACH*I l l . ' ,01 5 il l l il ,,, , ... .,, . . ... _ _ _ 
- a to 15 2 053  35 40 45 50 55 60 65 7o 75 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
YNBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 







XHRP 4.9787 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0O0 INCHS 
Z'RB 0,4550 INCHES 
DATA MZST. CODE *EV*G SCALE 0.0035 .SCALE 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOVI7X EO CD28000) 27 AUG 71 - PAGE 14' 















55 10 2 25 an 4035 45 5D 5 5 60 65 0 73 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMTR VALUES
C R FERENCEZNORATION 
Q U.00.4  EWAR .00SREFETA 
a. ,745 SQ FT 
LREF 2.8742 INCHES 
BREF 4.97a8 INCHES 






DATA HIST. CODE *Ev SCALE 0.0035 . SCALE 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOVI7X EO ED2GOOO) 27 AUG 71 PAGE 15
 
MSFC TWT 477 NR DELTA WING ORBITER DATA
 
















o .. 4...L...... .- 4.LL.4...L.L. &Lkt &4...L -ti-k- 4...L. -. 4.- ..... .kt± L..... ....... 4.J. 
5 I0 15 20 25 3 35, 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 IS 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MAC.. PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
o 0.598 BETA 0.000 ELVATR 0.0OD SREF 0.0745 SQ FT 
LREF 2.a742 IHCHES 
BREF 4.9796 INCHES 
XHRP 4.978 INCHES 
YNRF 0.00 INCHES. 
ZNRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *EVSG SCALE 0.035 SCALE 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER 85W17EIOV17X EO C026000) 27 AUG 71 PAGE 16
 
MSFC TWT 477 NR DELTA WING ORBITER DATA
















5 ± 15 20 25 31 35 40 45 5p 55 6a 65 70 75 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
sYmaoL MACH PARAMETRI VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 0.96 BTA .000 ELVATR 0.VD SREF 0.0745 50 FT 
LREF Z.8742 INCHES 
fiREF 4.9798 INCHES 
XHRP 4.9787 INCHES 
YHRP 0.00o0 INCHES 
ZNRP 0.4560' INCHES 
DATA MIST. CCOE *aV*0 SCALE U.0035 SCALE 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EI0VI7X EO (026000) 27 AUG 71 PAGE 17 
___ 
















-5 5 10 15 20, 2 5 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 TO 
 rs 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
a 999 B TA .ODa LVA R . 900 
 SR F 0.0745 Q FT
 
LREF 2.6742 INCHES," 
1 .BRE 4.99 INHEHS 
XRP 4::Y8 INCHEs 
YHRP a.DODO INCHES 
ZMRP 0:455D INCHES 
DATA MIST. COD *EV*G SCALE C.0035 SCALE 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17ElOV17X ED (D26O000) 27 AUG 71- PAGE 18
 














0.0 L ,• o** ii* i* i ...a* ... .... . .. . . 
-- 55 is10 20 25 30 as 4U 45 50 S5 Go 65 70 a5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALVZ REFERENC INFORMATIONE0 1.103 BETA 0.000 ELVATR 0.000 SREF DD745 so FT
 
LREF 2.8742 INCHES 
BREV 4.9798 INCHES 
"HRP 4.9787 ,INCHES 
YMRP O.O000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CCCE *rV* SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7EIOVITX EO (026O000) 
 27 AUG 71 PAGE 19
 
MSFC TWT 477 NR DELTA WING-ORBITER DATA
 
4.0 . . . , u .





















lo is 20 205 30 35 4 0 ; s 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.000 ELVATR 0.000 
MIST. COD *Ev 
50 55 60 5 70 ' S 
REFERENCE IFORATON 
SREF . 0.0745 SQ FT 
LREF 2.8742 INCHES 
BREF 4.9798 INCHES 
XMRP 4.976T INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.455D INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER 8SWITEIOV17X EO ID260001 27 AUG 71 PAGE 20
 




























o *. 44.J. .J .. L... .L.L.L4.. 4.4.4 .J.L.l. .t * it IIta.*.. 
. 
-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 39 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYH~jL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 EENCINORAlN
o 1.300 BETA 0.000 ELVATR 0.00D OREF 0.0745 SO FT
 
LREF 2.0742 INCHES 
OREC 4.9790 INCHES 
XF4RP 4.g7t7 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRt 0.4550 INCHES
 
DATA MIST. CODE *EV*G SCALE 0.0035 SCALP 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER BSWl7EIOVI7X EO C02000) 27 AUG 71' PAGE 21
 

































M S C 
QD.00 















MSFC TWi 477 NR DELTA WING ORBITER DATA
 
wn






0 5 ED 25 302 
 35 4U 45 so 55 6 65 To 75ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBO MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

REFERENCE INFORHATION






 4.9787 INCHES 
YHRP D.D000 INCHES 
DATA ZMRP U.4550 INCHESMIST. C E *EV a SCALE 0.003$ SCALE 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7EIOVI7X EO CD26O00) 
27 AUG 71 PAGE 23
 








5 to Is 20 25  30 35 1540 45 so 55 Go 65 1. 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .9 8 B E TA 
 0 . 0 0 E VA R 0 .0 0 0 











 0.4350 INCHE$ 
DATA MIST. CODE *EV*G SCALE 0,0035 SCALE
 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WITEIOV17X EO (026(100) 27 AUG 71 PAGE 24
 
MSFC TWT 477 NR DELTA WING ORBITER DATA









-- 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 60 65 70 75 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL M.CH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIO999 BETA . 000 - LVATR . 0D N SREF - 0 .0 45 Q FT 
LREF 2.8742 INCHES 
74 9798 INCHES 
.IRP 4,9787 1 NCHES 
YHRP 0.O0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 0 .4556 INCHES 
DATA MIST. COD *EV*G SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
B,EF 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17ElOV1TX E0 MGM)00 27 AUG 71 PAGE 25
 
MSFC TWT 477 NR DELTA WING ORBITER DATA
 
eeri-er







ANL OF ATAK LHA ERE 
SYMOOL MACH "PARAPMIAJC VALUES 
Q ,JI j 0 A 0.000 . LVAR 0,092 
•ZHAF 
OAIA "IS7, CODE *tV#& 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER 85W17E10VI7X EO (026O000) 
A£FM£ £[ JHFcHAT OM 
SRF ,074 $0 FT 
MrE 9.0742 INCHES 
PREP 419790 INCHES 
'"llP 4.9707 INCHES 
0:.53 INCHE£S 
SCALE I Pit3 $CALL 
27 AUG '71 PACE 26 






2.74 LHH LRi 
DATA MIST. CODE *EV*G 











































. O OrTA 
to t2 

















MSFC TWT 477 NR DELTA WING ORBITER DATA
 























0.0 .... ,&:.L 4-2.4.4. 	 . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. ... . ... . .... ... . 
a 5 to to 90 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 so 65 T0 75 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
S 0.400 BETA 0.000 ELVATR 0.0D0 	 SREF 0.0745 SQ FT 
LREF 2.742 INCHES 







DATA MIST. CODE . *EV*G 
 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17E10V17X EO t026000) 27 AUG 71 PAGE 29
 
MSFC TWT 477 NR DELTA WING ORBITER DATA
 












-5 a 5 10 15 ED 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 Go 65 70 75 






0.000 ELVATR 0.O00 
REFERE14CE INFORMATIO N 
SREF .0.0745 SQ FT 
LREF Z.6742 INCHES 
BREF 4.9798 INCHES 
XMRP 4.9787 INCHES 
YHRP U.0000 INCHES 







MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER BSWITEIOV17X EO {O26000) 27 AUG 71 PAGE 30
 
0.0 











o- a . 5 . . .is 20 25 3 35 40 45 so 55 60 5 TO 75 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o g B E I^l . D v ELVATR 0.0D 0 SREF 0.0745 SQ FT 






YMRP 0.0coo INCHES 





SFC-TWT477 NR DELTA RBITER B5WI7EIOV17X EO CO2GO00) 27 AUG 71 PAGE 
 31 






























20 25 30 










.. LL 4.L 
To 75 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 0.999 BETA 0.000 ELVATR 0.000 SREF 0.(745 SQ FT 







YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *EV*G SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC-TWT477-NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOV17X EO C026000) 27 AUG 71. PAGE 32
 





















o l a , * * * l . . .,. . . . . . . .
5 25 ;a 35 4a 4S 50 55 6Go 65 70 75 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
Y BOL ACH PARA ETRIC VAL Uba REFERENCE NFOR ATION0 1.103 BETA 0.000 ELVA TR 0.000 SREF 0.0745 SQ FT 
LREF 2.6742 INCHES 
BREP 4.979S INCHES 
XHRP 4.978? INCHES 
YMRP 0.000D INCHES 
ZMRP 0.4$50 INCHESDATA MIST. COVE *EV* 
 SCALE U.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7EIOV17X EO CD26O00) 27 AUG 71 PAGE 33
 
0.4 
MSFC TWT 477 NR DELTA WING ORBITER DATA
 











o s-----­ 1--5 2 25 30 35 40 45 5 55 60 65 70 75 
. ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH 
1 2 0 1 BTA 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
D o o LVA R . 0 0 0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SR EF 0 .0 45 S OF T 
LREF 2.8742 INCHES 
DREF 4.9798 INCHES 
XMRP 4 9787 INCHES 
YMRP 0.GG: 00 1N CHES 
2HRP D.4550 INC"" 
BATA MIST. CODE *EV*O $L, a .a.. S CALE 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOVi7X EO (0260100) 27 AUG 71I PAGE 34
 
MSFC TWT 477 NR DELTA WING ORBITER DATA


















a- 0 3 10 Is ED zS so AD so35 45 as 60 7065 75 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYBOL ACH PARAMTR VALUES
C REFRENC INFOMATON 
0 1.500 BETA 0.000 ELVATR 0.0ou 
E 
BEEF 0.0745 SO FT 









DATA MISTA COE AEVAC SCALE 00035 SCALE 
MSC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER B5.17EIOV1TX EO [26000) .27 AUG 71 PAGE 35
 














5 0 25 20 21 30 40 4 so 55 a 65 7 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
o 0.400 BETA 0.000 ELVATR 0.000 SREF 0.0745 SQ FT 
LREF 2.0742 , INCHES 
BREF
XHRF 4.979S4.9787 INCHES INCHES 
YNRP- 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *EV*G SCALE DD3$ SCALE 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER 25W17EIOV17X EO C02OO) 27 AUG 71 PAGE -36 
MSFC TWT 477 NR DELTA WING ORBITER DATA













ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
zYMOOL MACH PAAMETRIC VALUE# REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 0.000 01 tA O,'Do ELVATR p.UUO ARRF Uu45s 60rTq 

DREF 4.9798 INCM9i 
XMRP 4.6TOT INCHEOYRF -. 000 -NCHMr 
ZMRP 0,43aU INCHES 
DATA MICT. COD *ZV*o 
 &CAL[ U,0035 SCALE
 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7EIOV17X EO C026000) 27 AUG 71 PACE 37
 
























0- a 10 Is 2015 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 so as TO 73 






0.090 ELVA TR 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S*OREF 0.0745 60 FT 
LREF 2.6742 INCHES 
BREF 4.9798 INCHES 
XMRP 4.S787 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 







MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA-ORBITER B5W17E10V17X EO 
 C026000), 27 AUG 71 PAGE 38
 
.35 














-- a 5 I V 15 20 25 30 5 4 0 45 0 55 60 65 0 75 






0 00a EVATR .00 
RFRENCE IFORATION 
R F .75 Q F 
LREF 2.8742 INCHES 
BREF 4.9798 INCHES 
XMRPYRP 4.97870.0000 INCHESINCHES 
DATA MIST. ANE OEFAG A.00A5 DGALE ZRP"ALE 0.4550 INCHES 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA.RBITER B5Wl7EIOV7X EO 
 MGM) 27 AUG 71 PAGE 3F
 
MSFC TWT 477 NR DELTA WING ORBITER DATA
 
4,-r.-








--*. 1 1 .
 
- 0 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55. 60 65 TO 75 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES'
 
SYMBOL MAH PARAMETRli VALUS RFRNCE IFOR ATION
 
0 1.103 BETA 0.000 ELVATR 41.000 
 SREF a .0745 $0 FT 
LR F 
 2, 74 Z 
 In H£
BREF 4:.8798 1 NCHES 
XHRP 4.9787 INCHES 




DATA MIST. CODE *EV*G SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOVI7X EO C026000) 27 AUG 7-1 PAGE 40
 
MSFC TWT 477 NR DELTA WING ORBITER DATA
7













-- .. .. ...l ,I rw I ia I • I iI BI , II o ... . . .. . . .. .. .. 
- 15 so 26 30 35 a0 's so 55 60 65 a9 75 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SY MOL ACH FARA MTRIC VALUE S REFERE C E I FOR ATON 
.2 0 1 B T A D 0 . L V A T R . 0 0 0 S R F .0 7 4 5 $ 0 F T 






I CH ES 
YRP . 0000 INCHES 
ZR. 0.455D INCHES 
BATA MIST. . ELC T .*0 SCALE 0.0045 SCAL 
SFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIVITX EO CD2OM0M 27 AUG 71 PAGE 41
 
MSFC TWT 477 NR DELTA WING ORBITER DATA
 
















-3 a 5 o 15 20 25 30 35 41 45 51 55 60 65 0 75 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IFORHATION 
o 1.300 BETA 0.000 ELVATR 0.000 SREF 0.0745 5Q FT 
LREF Z.0742 INCHES 
8REF . 4.9798 INCHES 
XMRP 4.S798 INCHES 
YRP 0.00DO INCHES 
ZHRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CDE *EV*G SCALE - 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER BSW17EIOVI7X EO (026000) 27 AUG 71 PAGE 42 














.go -.15 -.10 -. 05 .00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .26 .35
.30 .40
 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES R ERENCC INFORMATION
0.400 BETA QOooD ELVATR 0.000 SREF 0.0745 SQ FT
 
L IF 2o87 42 INCHES 
OUPF 4.g798 INCHES 






DATA CHE PIST. MvN 
 SCALE 0EN0035 SCALE
 
SFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W7EIOV17X EO C020000) 27 AUG 71 PAGE 43 







_ _ Aj_ 
I ­
-0 20 -. $5 -. 20 .5 D .D$ .10 .15 o20 .25 , .3$ .49 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
SYMOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.598 09TA U.000 ELVATR 0.000 SREF a 0745 $9 FT 
LREF 2:8742" INCHES
 
SEr[ 4 .9T98 INCHES
 
XMRP 4 S787 INCHES
 
YHRP 0:.D000 INCHES
Z0.0 0___ I CH S 
DATA MIST.PTHN MEVNG SCALC .EFCET SCAL 
MSFC-TWT477 NR OELTA ORBITER B5WITEIOV17X EO C026O000) 27 AUG 71 PAGE 44
 
0.0 







0.2 . . ., . J . . . . 
- o - . 5 " . 2 0 - 0 5 0 0 0 5 . 1 0 . 5 . 2 0 . 2 5 3 0 3 5 . 4 0 








D0745 so FT 
LREF 2.8742 INCHES 
BREF 4.%796 INCHES 
XMRP0R  4.97874.0000 INCHESIN CHES 
DATA MIPT, COI*NMVMG F.CE35 Z0RP SCALE 
0 455 0 INCH ES 
SCALE 




MSFC TWT 477 NR DELTA WING ORBITER DATA












-0.2 . . . . . . . . . 





PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.000 ELVATR 0.000 
- REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF - 0.0745 SQ FT 
LREF 2.8742 INCHES 
BRE 4.079 INCHES 
XHRP 4.97 7 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 







MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7E10V17X EO (D26000) 27 AUG'71 PAGE 48
 









-- J 0.0 uN 
0.2 
-. 80 -.15 -. 
-.10 03 .00 55 .10 .15 .20 .s .30 .35 .4D­
. PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
SYMBOL MACH FARAMETRIC VALUES 

o I.1O3 	 . REFERENCE INFORMATIONBETA 0.000 ELVATR 0.O0 SREF 0.0745 80 FT 
LREF 2.8742 INCHES 
BREF 4.9798 INCHES 
XMRP 4.9787 INCHES 
YNRF 0.0000 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE tEV*G 	 ZHRP 0.4550 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wi7E1OV17X EO CD26000) 27 AUG 71 PAGE 47
 







P H M N E N. 
0.0 
.90 -. $ -1 .5 o-0' 





MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER 
.0V0 . 
05W7EIOVITX EO 026000) 
0RF 
SCALE 



















* .0 .___5_ .1____ 05 .0 05 .1 15202 .0 4 . 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
SINDOL MACH,. PARAMERI VALUES. REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-1.300 BETA O.DDO ""EL:VATR 0.00D SREF - 0:074S so FT0 

LR.F 2 742 _ _CH 
X" P 4:976 7 ICHC:
 
YHRP 0-40.00f INCHE:
Z. P . 0 .5 I CH
 DATA MIPT. CODC *EV HIN MOAMN CT CCALL
oSFC-T.T477 NR DELTA oRITER -5Wl7ElOV17X EO 27 AUG 71sDr PAGE' 49
 


















0 .5 0.4 0. 8 1.01.4 1.6 1.8 g.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.0 3.0 




0.000 ELVATRh 0.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 0.0745 SO r 
LREF 2.8742 INCHES 
BRSF 4.9790 INCHES 
XMRP A.9787 INCHES 
THOP D.0DODD I c"S 









MSFC-TWT477 NROELTA ORBITER-B5WI7EI0V17X EO (0260003 27 AUG-71 PAGE. 50
 











0.0 0. 0.4 0.8 1.0 .2 1.4- .. 18 20 2.2- . 2.4 2.6 .. 6 3.0 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, COF




.598Q BETA 0.D0 ELVATR 
_ 0.000 SREF 0.0745" SQ FT 
LREF 
-.- 8742 - INCHES 
BREF .4.9798' INCHES 
XMRP 4.'747 INCHES 
YNRP" 0.000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.4550 INCHESDATA MIST. COVE *EV*G SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOV17X EO CD2ao00 
 27 AUG 71 PAGE 51
 
MSFC TWT 477-NR DELTA WING ORBITER DATA
a,r--- r-.. r i,.or-,- -1--1 -n-- n-l- T-,-u -flI- -,-r 
Z.0 7 " 
1.O. 







0° 0,04 .610 °2 1. 16 
 ,8 " ;0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.0 3.0 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. COF
 
SYMOL ACH PARAETRC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORATION 
Q- 0. 8 




BREF 4.9798 INCHES 
MHRP 4.97a7 INCHES 
YMRP counpO INCHES
ZRP 0.4550 4NCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *EV*G SCALE C.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTAORBITER'B5W17E10VI7X EO 
 C02GO000) 27 AUG 71 PAGE 52
 










.91 0 0 .4 0.6 .D.8 1.0 12, 1.4 1.6 1.8 2°10, 1.,% - FOREBOY DRAG COEFIIINT;CDF" 2*4 Z.,- Bo.. 0 
SYMBOL ACH PARAMTRIC VAL S 
" 
_REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-C) O."S BE TA U.1uoD ELVATRP 0.0 D . REF - 0.0745 SW) FJ 
: .LREF" 
 Z.8742 INCHES 
BREF" 4.9798 INCHES 
XHRP 4.9797 1 NCHES"YHRP 0..0 1NCHES 
*ZRP .4550 INCHE
DATA 0IST.COD EV.G 
 SCACE 0. . 3S SCALE
 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EBOVIfXED 02R00AG -27 AUG 71 PAGE 53
 
MSFC TWT 477 NR DELTA WING ORBITER DATA
2 *0 










a 0.2 0;4 0.6 0.0 1.0 ".1.2 1.4 1 .6 1.8 2.0 2.4 " 2.e2.Z -2 6 3.0 
• -.- FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, cog'
 
SYMBOL ACH PARAETRICVALUESL 1.103 BT " 0.000 ,ELVATR V. . REFERENE NFORATONa 
oSE . 745 SO FT 
. REF " . 8.T42 INCHES 
'BREF 4.9798 INCHES 
XMRP 4 .. 7 1.HCHE$ 
YMR P 0:0.0 1 'CHES 
ZIRP D.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. COD *EV* SCALE 0.003 SCALE
 
MSFC-TWT477"NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOVITX EO 
 "026000)
-. 27 AUG 71 PAGE 54
 













0.0 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.$ 1.0 -1.2 1$ L.6 1.0 2.0 .. 2 2,4 . 2 . . S.L 
F O R A O N
 
* I FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICI.ENT' 
COF A 
S .. m MACH - . &TiZIT VALVE RE FERCMCE IN N 71 
1 .201 uET ..Poo ELVAP .0.000 -SRV.' - 0 1, So.F#r 
-R RF -.e 57Ae jNCH£S 
OREF 4.979 INCUES 
XMRP 4.9707 INCHES 
YvRP 0.0000 INCMrs 
"MRF 0.42S0 INCHES 
'CALE 0.004s SCALE DATA MIST. CODE *EV*4. 
MSFC-TWT-7 NR DELTA OJRBITER BSWI7EIOVt7X EG (02S000Y -27 AUG.71 . -AGE.,. 55 













0.2 0.4 0.0 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 S.D 
SYMSOL. o HACH 1.30 T PARAMETRIC VALUES ,AC'.000 £LVATR 












YMP 0.0000 INCHE$ 
Z4RP 0'*55 INCHES 
ATA HIT. C00E *V*O SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC-TWT477 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EI0717X EO (026000) 27 AUG 71" PAGE 
 56 
